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Abstract 
The urban network is a highly dynamic system. Thus, a modern and efficient fleet management in urban areas should 
account for dynamics of traffic conditions and variability in travel times, since they significantly affect the 
distribution of goods and the provision of services. For the proficient dynamic fleet management decisions it is proper 
instead of relying exclusively on the experience of a dispatcher, to base the freight management decisions on 
information provided by a professional Decision Support System (DSS), which facilitates the consideration of all the 
factors conditioning the addressed problem. This paper provides a proposal of such DSS for real-time freight 
management. Its design is based on integration of selected pickup and delivery vehicle routing model and dynamic 
traffic simulation models, which objective is to carefully emulate the evolving traffic conditions. The optimal 
dynamic routing and scheduling of a vehicle fleet is obtained due to dynamic modifications of the current routing and 
scheduling plan on the basis of the newly revealed information conditioning the addressed problem. 
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1. Introduction 
The proficient dynamic fleet management decisions need to take into consideration all the factors 
conditioning the addressed problem. Hence, the customers’ requests and service conditions (demands, 
time windows, etc.), operational conditions of employed fleet (vehicles’ availability, status, positions, 
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current occupancy of the carriage space, etc.) and the traffic conditions need to be reckoned with. This 
information can be provided in the real-time fashion and at affordable price by the ICT applications and 
tools such as: ATIS, GPS, GPRS or other. 
The recent developments in ICT have accelerated the research regarding the dynamic routing and 
scheduling problems. However, although the static version of the Pickup and Delivery Vehicle Routing 
Problem with Time Windows (PDVRPTW) has been widely studied in the literature, little attention was 
paid to its dynamic case. In addition, in each publication there is taken into account different set of 
constraints and initial assumptions regarding definition of the dynamic problem. 
For example, Yang et al. [1] assume that the vehicles move at constant speed and the distances 
between the clients are consistent with Euclidean metric. Thus, the only considered dynamic feature 
regards continuously arriving customers’ requests. Mitrovic-Minic et al. [2] address the PDPTW 
emulating operations of a real life courier company in city area, where the information about the 
customers’ requests is not known to the dispatcher in advance. Still, the freight cars move at constant 
speed while the arcs of the underlying road network are associated with values defining both the distance 
and the travel time. Fabri and Recht [3] undertook the task of modification of the model proposed by 
Caramia et al. [4] taking into account the M2M dynamic request dial-a-ride problem regarding transport 
of passengers by taxis and adapt it to goods transportation by freight vehicles. Equally as in the previous 
cases the dispatcher has no access to the information on the future requests calls. The underlying road 
network is represented as a graph of Euclidean distances in which some of the nodes correspond to the 
clients’ locations. Consequently, the elementary problem consists in finding the shortest path between the 
nodes representing customers and the A* algorithm originally introduced by Hart et al. [5] was employed 
to do so. In contrast to the previous, Fleischmann et al. [6] consider travel times, which vary with the time 
of the day and according to a cyclically provided forecast, which is updated when random incidents 
occur. The travel times stand for the shortest paths, which are obtained in a calculation process integrated 
into the routes planning procedure. The algorithm employed for this purpose was originally proposed by 
Dijkstra. To model the time-dependent travel times there was used a piecewise constant representation in 
combination with a smoothing function, which objective is to avoid discontinuities. What is more, only 
part of the customers’ requests is considered to be known in advance. Similarly, Gendreau et al. [7] take 
into consideration two dynamic factors: client’s requests arrivals and travel times. Although, it is assumed 
that the trucks move at constant speed, the regarded time horizon is divided into five intervals, which 
correspond to the time of the day and are characterised by different traffic intensity. The dispatcher has no 
access to forecasts of the future. 
As was shown by Barceló and Orozco [8] the sole consideration of average values of travel times may 
lead to significant deviations in city logistics problems since the temporality is an important factor. Thus, 
the approach proposed in this paper is based on assumption that the real-time information is available. 
Thereat, a dynamic traffic simulation model was used for both testing and data prevision purposes. It 
emulates the operation of an ATIS giving the current travel times estimates resulting from the influencing 
traffic conditions. At the same time it serves as vehicle tracking system providing current operational 
conditions of vehicles in the fleet. This function in the real life could be performed by ICT systems (e.g.: 
AVL and GPRS). As far as we are concerned, the combination of dynamic traffic simulation tools and a 
model for the PDVRPTW has not been addressed in the literature. 
Inspired by Regan et al. [9,10] we provide a conceptual framework for the evaluation of real-time fleet 
management systems. Its scheme is presented on Fig. 1. 
The list of essential input requirements of the proposed DSS includes the description of the underlying 
urban roads network in form of a graph. The costs of the arcs comprise the sum of the time-dependent 
time necessary to travel the street and the time required to execute the corresponding turning movement 
on the junction. 
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Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed DSS 
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There are also required: current, historical and forecasted travel times data bases. This information was 
obtained using a commercially available microscopic traffic simulator, which serves as a substitute of a 
refined real-life ATIS. On the basis of multiple repetitions, there was created the historical record in form 
of an aggregated matrix containing the average values of travel times calculated for each arc of the urban 
network graph in every considered time period. The outcome of one, randomly chosen simulation is used 
to interpret current network states. The predicted values were provided by the Time-Dependent Travel 
Times Forecasting Module.  
The proposed Vehicles Fleet Performance (VFP) Simulator emulates functioning of the GPRS 
appliances and provides information on fleet vehicles’: position, status, size of the currently occupied 
load carriage space, served clients, etc. and puts strong emphasis on careful reproduction of the reactive 
communication process. The real-time information on clients’ requests is supposedly gathered by an 
operating call centre. This information is revealed to the decision maker in accordance with the artificially 
defined testing scenarios. 
2. Time-dependent shortest path calculator 
The objective of the Time-Dependent Shortest Path (TDSP) Calculator is to provide quality 
information supporting the dynamic traffic assignment. The obtained output is employed as feedback for 
optimising the current routing and scheduling plan in a real-time fashion and constitutes an essential input 
to the freight routes defining modules of the proposed DSS. 
The core element of the designed TDSP Calculator constitutes an algorithm proposed by 
Ziliaskopoulos and Mahmassani [11]. Its objective is to calculate the time-dependent shortest paths 
leading from all the nodes of the underlying network to one, specified as destination point. This M2O 
approach was extended in order to obtain the M2M type of solution. The change entails multiple 
executions of the algorithm and involves modification of the data storing structures. The number of the 
algorithm executions is equal to the number of the nodes in the studied graph. 
From the final complete solution provided by the TDSP Calculator, there are selected data to construct 
an OD matrix necessary to feed the routing and scheduling modules. It contains the costs of travel 
between the clients calculated as the time-dependent shortest paths. 
3. Initial routing and scheduling module 
The objective of the Initial Routing and Scheduling Module (IRSM) is to provide as the feeding data to 
the DSS the starting routing plan for the freight vehicles to perform. It takes into consideration only the 
information on the customers known to the dispatcher. The travel costs between the clients are defined as 
the time-dependent shortest paths between them. They are provided by the TDSP Calculator, on the basis 
of the record of historical data. The IRSM output consists of a collection of feasible routes. Each route is 
defined as a sequence of clients, which should be visited in a specific order by the assigned vehicle. 
Between each client there is specified the sequence of network nodes the vehicle needs to go through. 
The IRSM employs a composed method to solve the PDVRPTW consisting of three consecutive steps: 
initial solution creation procedure, Parallel Tabu Search (PTS) optimization process and a post-
optimization routine. This approach modified to take into account the dynamic aspects of the addressed 
problem is used in the Dynamic Routing and Scheduling Module (DRSM). 
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3.1. Initial solution constructing method 
The initial solution constructing approach is realised on the ground of the simple insertion procedure, 
according to which, the pairs of clients are introduced in a route in such a way that the increment of its 
cost is minimal and the considered constraints regarding: vehicles capacity, clients’ time windows, 
pairing and precedence are respected. It is assumed that the number of obtained paths does not have to be 
smaller or equal to the number of the available vehicles. 
Initial routes construction is preceded by the clients’ ordering process. There is created a record of 
listings comprising a sequence of clients which are ordered according to their distance from the depot. 
Each list is assigned with one vehicle. 
Clients’ sorting pre-processing algorithm. In the real life it is common that the customers expecting to 
send/receive cargo of similar type are oftentimes located close to each other (e.g.: residential areas, 
business centres, industrial zones, etc). In this case, it is rational to assign the nearby clients to the same 
vehicle route. This reasoning became the inspiration for creating the data pre-processing algorithm, 
according to which the customers can be arranged depending on the grouping to which they belong. The 
clients’ aggregations are denominated as the neighbourhood areas. 
In order to define customers as neighbours from the same area, there was specified a Neighbour 
Defining Function according to which, each client localised within the range determined by the reference 
distance, is included in the neighbourhood area. The calculation of the reference distance is preceded by 
the determination of a client, which is placed the closest to the depot and its most proximate neighbour. 
The doubled value of the distance between these two locations designates the reference distance. It is 
different for each neighbourhood area. 
In the first iteration of the algorithm the client located the closest to the depot becomes the centre of 
the neighbourhood area and the first element of the aggregation list. All the customers found within its 
reference range are defined as neighbours and added to the same listing. In the following steps, each 
found neighbour plays the role of the area centre. The process stops when no new neighbours are found. 
The complete procedure is repeated till all the clients are arranged into listings representing the 
aggregation areas. In the final step the customers in each list are sorted depending on the distance from 
the depot. 
The algorithm providing the initial solution. In the first step of this algorithm there is randomly 
selected a listing of clients. The first client, which is located the farthest from the depot, common with its 
corresponding partner, is used to create the original route including: depot-pickup customer-delivery 
customer-depot. Then, from the same listing the next in line client is selected and its partner is 
determined. The pickup member of this couple is inserted into the original route first. In order to ensure 
the automatic compliance with precedence constraint, the customer requiring delivery is always placed in 
such position in the path, which is localized behind its pickup partner. In this way the precedence 
restriction is always respected by default alike the pairing rule. The clients’ insertion is an iterative 
process during which all the possible locations variants of both nodes are checked and evaluated with 
respect to the finally obtained path’s cost. The chosen route alternative is the one, which cost is minimal 
in comparison with the others and which complies with the imposed restrictions. Once the couple is 
inserted it is deleted from the listings. In the case, when the couples’ introduction into the current path is 
not feasible, it gets eliminated from the aggregation list and placed in a separated record. Those 
“problematic” clients will be inserted in new routes at the very end of the process following the same 
simple insertion procedure. The algorithm’s performance is finished when all the listings are empty and 
every customer is inserted in one original route. The final collection of the created paths is used as a 
starting point of the Tabu Search procedure.  
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3.2. Parallel tabu search procedure 
To optimize the initial solution there was implemented an adapted version of the Unified Tabu Search 
(UTS) heuristic proposed by Cordeau et al. [12]. Originally it was designed and used to solve the 
VRPTW. It has been adjusted so as to be able to solve the addressed PDVRPTW problem. The main 
change regards the fact that each modification of a route concerns a pickup-delivery couple instead of an 
individual client. This feature affects the architecture and functioning of the UTS’s structures such as for 
example the adaptive memory, as well as the general performance of the selected local search operators, 
which need to consider the additional constraints of pairing and precedence. 
The Tabu Search (TS) meta-heuristic is an iterative process, which objective is to specify a new 
optimal solution s* by performing local searches in a subset of the solution space called the neighborhood 
of current solution s, N(s). In order to escape the local optima and to explore novel areas of the solution 
the TS employs the anti-cycling and diversification mechanisms. 
The PTS method includes synchronized and simultaneous search of the next move to execute. The 
routine starts with dividing the collection of the possible movements into as many sub-sets as the number 
of available processors. Then in each sub-division the individual processor seeks for the best move. In the 
end, there is created a group of optimal proceedings, among which the best one is selected and carried 
out. 
In the present work, the parallelism was introduced into the UTS procedure by engaging two 
concurrent different search processes: the Normal Pickup and Delivery Pair Shift Operator (NPDPSO) 
and the Normal Pickup and Delivery Pair Exchange Operator (NPDPEO). They are executed 
simultaneously on two parallel threads of execution in each iteration of the PTS procedure. As a 
consequence, two different neighbourhoods of the same, currently best solution are created and searched. 
The whole exploration space gets expanded and the probability of the complete process to be entrapped 
within local optima is reduced. Among the best solutions found in each neighbourhood, the one which 
brings bigger benefits is selected for the final realisation. 
Normal Pickup and Delivery Pair Shift Operator. The objective of this operator is to remove a pair of 
clients from its original route and feasibly insert it in another route of the current solution, in such a way 
that its total cost is minimized. Its functioning is presented on the Fig. 2, where the origin and the 
destination routes are defined as A and B, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Functioning of the NPDPSO 
Normal Pickup and Delivery Pair Exchange Operator. This operator modifies routes by exchanging 
two pickup-delivery customers’ pairs between two routes in such a way that the removed from their 
original positions clients get reinserted in new locations, providing feasibility and total cost optimization. 
The procedure’s performance is presented on the Fig. 3. The paths must stay connected, thus the 
predecessor and the successor of the eliminated nodes are properly linked. 
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Fig. 3. Functioning of the NPDPEO 
3.3. Normal pickup and delivery rearrange operator post-optimization procedure 
This operator is the last method executed by the IRSM. Its objective is to optimize the solution 
produced by the PTS. It recomposes the original route by changing the order in which the clients are to be 
visited by the assigned vehicle, so that a new sequence of clients with a smaller value of the objective 
function was found. Hence, unlike in the case of the PTS incorporated local search procedures, the 
changes are performed within the boundaries of only one path instead of two. Since it is the post-
optimization routine, there are only accepted the modifications resulting with a feasible solution. The 
functioning of this operator is presented on an example provided by Fig. 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Functioning of the NPDPRO 
The process of shifting and exchanging of pairs of clients has been used under different names by 
other authors (e.g.: Nanry and Barnes [13], Park et al. [14] and Lau and Liang [15]). It is similar in the 
case of the routes’ rearrangement (e.g.: Nanry and Barnes [13] and Li and Lim [16]). The usage of the 
term normal in the operators’ designations in the current paper is to highlight their difference from their 
reversed versions, which permits the delivery client to be placed in a new route before its pickup partner. 
4. Time-dependent travel times data forecasting module 
We assume the admission to detailed traffic information of the selected network in real-time such as 
the traffic data provided by an ATIS. Consequently, the user of the proposed DSS is granted the access to 
both the historical records and the current state traffic data, on the basis of which it is possible to make 
projections for the future. 
We propose the Time-Dependent Travel Times Data Forecasting Module to emulate the functioning of 
a forecasting appliance. It does not constitute an integral part of the proposed DSS and can be substituted 
by any other professional travel times’ data forecasting device. Its objective is to arrange the information 
provided by two data bases representing the historical and the current network states accordingly, so that 
the newly obtained composition could be utilised as prevision.  
P3 D3 
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The interpretation of the idea behind the proposed Time-Dependent Travel Times Data Forecasting 
Module is presented on the Fig. 5. Structure. It employs the following additional notation: 
 
t0 current time interval, that t0 ≤ t 
j  arc of the network’s graph 
A set of all the arcs of the network’s graph 
cj
H(t) travel time on arc j at time interval t stored in historical data base 
cj
P(t) travel time on arc j at time interval t stored in data base representing present 
cj
F(t) the forecasted value of the travel time on arc j at time interval t 
 
 
Fig. 5. Structure of the time-dependent travel times data forecasting module  
The Time-Dependent Travel Times Data Forecasting Module’s design is based on exponential 
smoothing and employs the moving average, which is able to polish the short-term fluctuations and 
highlight the long-term trends. The weighting factor α decreases in exponential fashion and its values 
change within the (0, 1) limits. If it is close to one the data smoothing effect is lighter and a greater weight 
is given to the recent changes in the data. In the contrary case, when it is closer to zero, a greater 
smoothing effect is obtained and the historical report is more important. Since there is no specific way to 
rate α, we decided to represent it in terms of the number of remaining intervals T and by that link it with 
the variable of time: 
 
1
2)(  TtD                                                                                                                                        (1) 
“future” 
travel times TRAFFIC 
SIMULATOR 
actual 
travel times 
Historical 
Data Base 
Actual Travel Times 
+ 
Expected Travel Times 
ATIS 
historical travel times data 
base 
SINGLE SIMULATION ITERATION MULTIPLE SIMULATION ITERATIONS 
t0 
DATA FORECASTING MODULE 
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where, 
α (t) weighting factor depending on remaining time intervals T 
t specific time interval in the future 
A set of all the arcs of the network’s graph 
T number of the time intervals left till the end of the complete horizon T ≤ τ 
τ complete number of the time intervals within the complete horizon 
5. Dynamic routing and scheduling module 
The objective of the DRSM is to update the current routing and scheduling plan in accordance with the 
newly revealed information regarding: customers’ requests and service conditions (demands, time 
windows, etc.), operational conditions of employed fleet (vehicles’ availability, status, positions, current 
occupancy of the carriage space, etc.) and the traffic’s evolution. The used input data defining the travel 
costs between the clients are provided by the Time-Dependent Travel Times Data Forecasting Module. In 
the case when there are reported new service orders they need to be incorporated into the existing routes 
or, if necessary, used to create the new routes. 
In the DRSM the depot does not always constitute the first element of the sequence of location points 
to be visited by assigned vehicle. Hence, there was defined an additional vehicle’s feature called the 
vehicle status, vstat. Its objective is to specify the action which is being realised by the vehicle at the time 
instant t triggering the recalculation of the current routing and scheduling plan. The listing of possible 
tasks includes: 
x vstat=SERV : if the vehicle is currently providing a client with the service, 
x vstat =WAIT : if the vehicle is currently waiting at client’s location for his time window to be opened, 
x vstat =MOVE : if the vehicle is currently on its way to reach the next client, 
x vstat =IDLE : if the vehicle is currently housed at the depot. 
 
Also, in relation to the vstat specifications for the DRSM purposes there were introduced additional 
variables regarding the remaining time to finish the currently carried out activity: the remaining waiting 
time to realise at client i, when vstat=WAIT (wi*) and the remaining service time to realise at client i, when 
vstat=SERV (si*). 
The DRSM is initiated multiple times. It is activated by a specified event. The collection of triggers 
was selected in a way to ensure the immediate response to the major dynamic factors affecting the studied 
problem. Thus, the listing of events includes: external event (registration of an incoming call requesting 
service) and interval events (end of providing a current client with requested service and arrival to a 
scheduled client when its TW is already closed).  
In the latter case, if the non served client was requesting the pickup service, it is placed common with 
its delivery partner in a set-apart list of unfulfilled assignments Ucv. If it is the delivery customer, it is also 
removed from the current route and is not taken into account when updating the routing plan. At the end 
of the complete experiment the summarised number of elements in the Ucv list serves as indication of the 
proposed approach’s efficiency. 
The DRSM focuses on optimal modification of the existing routes in accordance with new data. Thus, 
its first operation is to verify the number of routes that are being executed and the current status of each 
vehicle: 
x if vstat=SERV : the first client of the novel route is the currently served client (once the serving activity 
has been started it cannot be aborted), 
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x if vstat=WAIT : as the first client of the novel route there is created a “dummy” customer which is a 
copy of the client the vehicle is currently waiting at (this approach allows vehicle’s redirection while it 
is waiting), 
x if vstat=MOVE : as the first client of the novel route there is created a “dummy” customer which 
location corresponds to the node it is currently passing through or the destination node of the arc it is 
currently on (the vehicle is not obliged to visit the lastly assigned next client; once it reaches the end of 
the section it can follow a newly proposed path). 
x if vstat=IDLE : in the case when a new route is created its first client is the depot. 
 
Next, there are reviewed all the clients which still have not been provided with the requested service. 
The delivery customers whose pickup partners’ loads have already been collected are featured as the 
clients that need to be served obligatorily by the initially assigned vehicle.  
In the case when the DRSM was triggered by the event not regarding the new request registration, 
there are performed only the two last steps of the complete approach: the PTS and post optimization. 
Otherwise, there is first executed the Complete Route Reconstruction Method. 
5.1. Complete route reconstruction method 
The Complete Route Reconstruction Method (CRRM) Its objective is to create from the scratch the 
new routing plan taking into consideration the fact that the delivery clients which pickup partners have 
already been served need to be visited by the same vehicles. In the first step, there are constructed original 
routes consisting of the mandatory delivery customers. Next, one by one all the remaining non served 
customers are inserted into the existing paths fulfilling the feasibility constraints and respecting the rule of 
the minimal total travel cost increment. If necessary a new route might be created. 
6. Vehicles fleet performance simulator 
The VFP Simulator constitutes a motor of the proposed DSS and thusly got incorporated in its 
structure. Its main objective is to provide the information, which in the real life would be facilitated by 
special fleet monitoring device (e.g.: GPS, GPRS).  
The inputs constitute: i) the sequences of nodes representing the shortest paths between the 
consecutive clients, ii) the routing plan consisting of the sequences of clients that need to be provided 
with either pickup or delivery service, and iii) the present travel times matrix, in accordance with which 
the routing plan is being realised.  
On the other hand, the produced output includes the details on: i) the current fleet’s vehicles’: position, 
status and amount of loaded cargo, ii) the amount of time the vehicle needs to finish the current action, 
and iii) the list of already served clients, on the basis of which one can define which of the service 
demanding customers, although originally included in the executed routing plan, were not provided with 
the service due to the different traffic state. 
The VFP Simulator includes two main functions. The first one regards summing up for each individual 
vehicle the realised: travel, waiting and service times, while the second one keeps the vehicles’ defining 
variables updated. The complete procedure lasts till reaching the time instant specifying the moment of 
new event occurrence. 
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7. Computational experiments 
To examine the performance of the proposed approach there was chosen the real life street network of 
the downtown area of Barcelona city: l’Eixample. The original area site is 7,46 km² large. The complete 
microscopic simulation model of the selected network consists of around 700 junctions and 1.550 street 
sections (Fig. 6). The graph representing the network consists of 1,570 nodes and 2,797 arcs. A collection 
of 100 clients was placed on the map at random. The generation of variables specifying the used clients’ 
collection was based on the description proposed by Barceló and Orozco [17] for the VRPTW. It is 
assumed that their demands (10 units) and service times (600 s) are constant. Both the start time and 
width of each customer’s time window was generated randomly. There are considered time windows of 
width 14400÷21600 s. The customers were joined in pickup/delivery pairs. In order to imitate the time 
window of a real life urban freight company’s depot it is assumed that it opens at 7am and lasts till 5pm. 
There is considered a homogenous fleet of 8 vehicles. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Microscopic model of the L'Eixample’s network  
All complementary algorithms and modules of the proposed DSS have been implemented in C++. The 
test were run on a laptop, latitude D830 (DELL), Intel core2 duo at 2.4Ghz CPU T7700 with 4GB of the 
RAM and 64bits Operating System (Windows 7). 
7.1. Testing scenarios 
The objective of the first two scenarios is to evaluate the performance of the DSS depending on the 
traffic information input. There are considered static travel times’ values which were calculated for each 
network section as an average for all day and the time-dependent values. They are used to calculate the 
shortest paths between the clients: i) once (at the beginning of the simulation) and ii) multiple times (at 
the beginning of the simulation and every time the triggering event happens). In these scenarios no new 
customer requests service. 
The last scenario addresses the quality of performance of the DSS when new clients’ requests arrive 
while the initial routing plan is already being executed. Hence, there are known 80% of the clients 
CLIENT 
DEPOT 
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beforehand. It is assumed that the time interval between the new calls follows an exponential distribution 
with 10 minutes mean value. Also the time-dependent travel times are available in real-time. The routing 
plan is recalculated each time the triggering event appears. 
Table 1. Collection of the DSS performance testing scenarios 
Scenario No of initially  
known clients 
TDSP Calculator triggered Traffic information Used module 
1 100 Once at the start Average static IRSM 
2 100 At the start and after multiple times Time-dependent IRSM+DRSM with CRRM 
3 80 At the start and after multiple times Time-dependent IRSM+DRSM with CRRM 
7.2. Results 
The results obtained for all the tested scenarios show that the performance of the fleet strongly depends 
on the traffic information used to create the routing and scheduling plan. In the scenario 1 in comparison 
with the scenario 2 the final solution is 27,8% higher, the final pure total travel times are worse by 26,9% 
and the final total waiting time is higher by 39,2%. The savings obtained in scenario 2 with respect to 
scenario 1 regard not only the vehicle fleet performance but also the number of executed routes, which is 
40% smaller. 
Table 2. Results on fleet performance depending on the traffic information input  
Scenario Initial no 
of routes 
Total 
travel 
time [s] 
Total 
waiting 
time [s] 
Solution 
cost [s] 
Final no 
of routes 
Total 
travel 
time [s] 
Total 
waiting 
time [s] 
Solution 
cost [s] 
Service 
level 
1 5 206022 16695 222717 5 213207 17189 230396 100% 
2 3 149144 10372 159516 3 155825 10449 166274 100% 
3 3 136028 10393 146420 4 188248 10254 198501 100% 
 
The comparison of the initially planned and performed routing and scheduling plan indicates that the 
total travel time, total waiting time and the solution cost are always higher when executed. It is due to the 
fact that the plan does not take into consideration the most recent and forecasted changes in the traffic 
flow. In the scenario 1 the difference in the solution cost consists of 3,3%, in the performed pure travel 
time is equal to 3,4% and as for the total waiting time it reaches 2,9%. In the scenario 2, the difference in 
the solution cost is of 4,1%, as to the pure travel time it is equal to 4,3% and regarding the waiting time it 
reaches 0,7%. 
The same comparison in the scenario 3 shows that there is a difference both in the solution cost, 
reaching 26,2%, and in the performed pure travel time, equal to 27,7%. It is so big in comparison to other 
scenarios due to the fact that only 80% of the customers are known in advance and as the new requests 
were appearing the routes needed to be prolonged. The final performed total waiting time is lower than 
the initially planned by 1,4%. It is due to the fact that the newly reported clients were inserted in the 
existing routes and served by the vehicles which otherwise were wasting their time waiting for another 
client’s time window to open. 
The comparison of the scenarios 1 and 3 indicates that although not all the information on the clients is 
known in advance the final outcome is still better when the time-dependent shortest paths are used instead 
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of average travel times’ estimates. Also the number of routes is smaller in scenario 3 in comparison to 
scenario 1 both in the case of the initially planned (by 40%) and finally performed (by 20%) routes. 
The comparison of the scenarios 2 and 3 shows that, the fact that all the information regarding the 
clients is not known in advance affects negatively the final outcome. The positive factor is the decrement 
of the performed final total waiting time. The number of finally performed routes is higher in scenario 3 
in comparison to scenario 2 by 33,3%. 
The service level in all the tested scenarios reaches 100%. No customer is left unserved. 
8. Conclusion 
This paper provides a proposal of a DSS for real-time freight management, which design is based on 
integration of selected vehicle routing model and dynamic traffic simulation models. It proposes an 
approach for evaluation of city logistics applications for the case of the pickup and delivery vehicle 
routing problem with time windows. It introduces a strategy to deal with the dynamic case of the 
addressed problem through dynamic modifications of the current routing and scheduling plan on the basis 
of the newly revealed information. The tested methods providing the initial routing and scheduling plan 
include both the New Pair Insertion Procedure and the Complete Route Reconstruction Method. The 
routing and scheduling plan is optimised using Parallel Tabu Search and post-optimised by the Normal 
Pickup and Delivery Rearrange Operator Post-Optimization Procedure. 
The obtained results prove that the performance of the fleet strongly depends on the traffic information 
used to create and update the routing and scheduling plan. The usage of the time-dependent shortest 
paths, computed whenever a new even occurs, brings better results than when the average travel times’ 
estimates are employed, even in the case when not all the information on the clients to be served is 
initially available. 
The future research regards the evaluation of the performance of the proposed solving strategies for 
more dynamic versions of the problem, when there is smaller percentage of the clients known in advance. 
Moreover, there will be tested the versions of the addressed problem considering more tight time 
windows. It is also planned to test scenarios considering big traffic jams. 
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